
Reasoned Documents on the Comments received regarding RDSO STR for Electronic In-Motion Railway Weighbridge (75 kmph speed)  

Ref: Uploaded Draft of RDSO STR for Electronic In-Motion Railway Weighbridge (75 kmph speed) on RDSO Website 

Dated of uploading on RDSO website: 22-06-2017 

Last date for comments: 19-07-2017 

Draft of 

RDSO STR 

for EIMWB 

(75 kmph 

speed) Para 

no.  

Para wise Comments Received from  RDSO Remarks 

Preamble  Clause 6.8 is not as per Legal Metrology Rules. 

Model approval can be taken once the system is installed and 

tested with permission of Indian Railways.  

M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) After deliberation, it has been 

decided to retain the original clause. 

Model approval is under purview of 

Legal metrology Department, Govt. 

of India.  

Para 1.0  It is felt that weighment at such high speed which is used for 

commercial purpose will not be accurate. Mostly the 

weighment is done in yards where speed of train does not 

exceed 15-30kmph.  

Railway Board (S. no.-3993)  Noted and necessary amendment has 

been incorporated in final draft. 

Para 1.0 Speed may be restricted between 50-75kmph. M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) Necessary amendment has been 

incorporated in final draft.  

 To maintain the weighing speed up to 75kmph, the 

weighbridge needs to be installed in mainline. Dislocation of 

traffic may takes place due to mainline blocks for 

commissioning/testing/maintenance etc.  

South Central Railway (S. No. 

3952) 

-do- 

 To know the accuracy of WB-75, testing needs to be conducted 

up to 75kmph as it being done on WB-15 weighbridges.  

South Central Railway (S. No. 

3952) 

-do- 

 As per draft specification testing needs to be conducted in both 

directions separately in pulling mode. The test rake needs to be 

moved up to 75 kmph for 12 times to obtain 60 wagon 

readings, which may not be possible practically.  

South Central Railway (S. No. 

3952) 

-do- 

 The EIMWBs are to be tested/ calibrated at a speed of 75 

kmph for 12 passes. This will require total block of the section 

as it will cross the station limits. The time frame for the block 

period for testing and calibration may be mentioned in the 

specification separately.  

 

East Coast Railway (S. no. 

3957) 

-do- 

Para 2.0  i. Bonded rails are tried and tested technology to be kept out 

of specifications.  

M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) The clause has been added as per 

Railway Board‟s Guidelines.  



ii. Bonded rails require existing track to be cut. 

v. Biometric feature can be incorporated in the PC. 

vi. To best of our knowledge no systems are approved as per 

OIML for high speed.  

Para 3.1  Scope may be limited to 50-75kmph. M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) Necessary amendment has been 

incorporated in final draft. 

Para 3.1  In the draft specification (para 3.1) it has been proposed that 

the weighbridge must be capable of measuring wagons weight 

upto speed of 75 kmph. It has been proposed to have 

foundation/support for working satisfactorily of the system 

(para 12.2) and provision of slab type concrete foundation 

/apron as per Indian Railway standards, underneath the weigh 

rail has been proposed in para 12.3 of the draft specification.  

The slab type concrete foundation/apron are prone to frequent 

damage/crack, which are presently provided on the existing 

EIMWBs of 15kmph speed. Now, if the slab type 

concrete/apron are provided with EIMWBs operating at such a 

higher speed of 75kmph the same may be got damaged 

frequently which may result in increasing breakdown period of 

EIMWBs. Hence, foundation/apron should be designed in such 

a way so that it is able to take load of trains at such an 

operating speed without getting damaged.  

South eastern railway (s. no. 

3951) 

Noted and necessary amendment has 

been incorporated in final draft. 

Para 3.3  What will be the distance for advance warning to be given for 

driver to control speed below 75kmph? 

M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) Necessary amendment has been 

incorporated in final draft and 

maximum speed has been reduced up 

to 25kmph. 

Para 3.3 

 

Advance over speed warning system  

System is designed to weigh up to 75kmph speed and loaded 

goods trains are not permitted to move beyond 75kmph, this 

advanced speed warning system may not be required.  

South Central Railway (S. No. 

3952) 

-do- 

Para 3.4  Is train expected to roll back at high speed? W.r.t high speed 

this is unnecessary specification. 

M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) Necessary amendment has been 

incorporated in final draft 

Para 3.5  Dimensional data of all wagon types and locos may kindly be 

provided. 

M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) Noted.  

Para 3.6  Are high speed trains expected to use same track for both 

directions? 

M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) Speed has been reduced up to 

25kmph and incorporated in final 

draft. 

Para 3.11, 

3.12 & 3.13 

Through calibration lock switch, passwords and sealings. M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) Necessary amendment has been 

incorporated in final draft. 

Para 4.0.1  Wired connection from bonded rails to IMWB equipment. M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) Noted and necessary amendment has 

been incorporated in final draft. 

Para 4.0.2  Only if equipment is mounted in open else it can be IP40 M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) After deliberation, it has been 



decided to retain the original clause.  

Para 4.1.2  Current windows PCs support remote desktop sharing M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) As per the provisions made in the 

clause 5.3 clause 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 are 

being removed. 

Para 4.1.3  Why auto sleep is needed as long as weighing can be done 

from remote command.  

M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) -do- 

Para 4.1.5 With microcomputer base systems, internal system 

reports/diagnostics through display provide the details. LED 

panel may not be necessary. 

M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) Noted and necessary amendment has 

been incorporated in final draft. 

Para 4.3 

 

Lightening and transient protection 

Lightening and transient protection should be elaborated as 

mentioned in para no. 4.6 of RDSO specification no. WD-29-

MISC-14 issued on 01-04-2016 may be incorporated. 

South Central Railway (S. No. 

3952) 

Noted and incorporated. 

Para 5.1  Third party software can achieve transfer of files in encrypted 

mode.  

M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) Noted  

Para 5.3  Clause 5.1 mentions about file transfer in contradiction to this 

clause. 

M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) Noted and necessary amendment has 

been incorporated in final draft. 

Para 5.3  The manual entry of tare weights to derive net weights in a 

“legal for trade” application should not be allowed as the tare 

weight can vary due to numerous factors including but not 

limited to; carry back of material (coal/iron ore etc.), wheel 

wear, modifications to the carriage/wagon etc.  

M/s Trakblaze (S. No. 3949) -do- 

Para 5.5  What‟s the purpose of this? May not be possible.  M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) As decided in meeting at Railway 

Board, the software should be 

certified/ validated by authorised 

gov. agencies through Legal 

Metrology Department.  

Para 5.6.1 

(d)  

Will a train be weighed for net weights on high speed track?  M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) Noted and necessary amendment has 

been incorporated in final draft. 

Para 5.6.2   Third party software may be able to change the file data, with 

new tools made available on internet. 

M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) After deliberation, it has been 

decided to retain the original clause. 

Para 5.6.3  Transaction records can be copied in DVDs, however once 

transferred, there is no control on transferred records. 

M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) After deliberation, it has been 

decided to retain the original clause. 

Para 6.2  Class 2 may be included in specifications as well. 

Train accuracy is derived from wagon accuracy. So why train 

accuracy is needed if wagon accuracy is obtained?  

M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) After deliberation, it has been 

decided to retain the original clause. 

Para 6.3, 6.4 

& 6.7 

To add class II as well in specifications.  M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) -do- 

Para 6.7 & 

6.8 

Needs to be modified as WB-75 as mentioned in para no. 1.0 

of the specification 

South Central Railway (S. No. 

3952) 

Noted and modified. 

Para 6.3 The requirement for class 1 wagon weights at 75km/h could M/s Trakblaze (S. No. 3949) After deliberation, it has been 



 prove to be problematic, as +/-0.5% for 90% of the test wagons 

is a very difficult task although maybe not impossible, 

however the requirement for the rail operator to maintain the 

track conditions either side of the weigher could prove to be 

extremely expensive, it should also be noted that more often 

than not the only reason for individual wagon weights is to 

ensure that overloads are not present, for this task we believe 

that class 2 wagon accuracy is more suitable.  

decided to retain the original clause. 

Para 6.7 

 

We think that this should be „WB 75‟ M/s Trakblaze (S. No. 3949) Noted and modified.  

Para 6.8  This should be changed as per legal metrology rules-Annexure 

A-11(8) which are in line with OIML. 

M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) After deliberation, it has been found 

that the same is not acceptable, it has 

been decided to retain the original 

clause..  

Para 7.0  The testing speed of the equipment needs to be mentioned.  South Central Railway (S. No. 

3952) 

Maximum speed has limited up to 25 

kmph. 

Para 7.0 

 

We believe the above statement to be incorrect; we think it 

should read as per point 6.6 above.  

M/s Trakblaze (S. No. 3949) After deliberation, it has been 

decided to retain the original clause. 

Para 7.4 

 

Performance should be better than as specified for WB-75  

Please explain “better”? 

M/s Trakblaze (S. No. 3949) The specification mandates the 

minimum requirements for the 

performance of IMWB. The supplied 

weighbridges should alteast cater the 

requirements mandated in the subject 

specification or even better. 

Para 7.4  This need to be elaborated.  South Central Railway (S. No. 

3952) 

Para 8.0 Verification and calibration- the firm shall arrange for 

calibration and certification of the weighbridge at the time of 

initial commissioning of the weighbridges as well as whenever 

any major repair is done or legal metrology seal on the console 

is broken to acess the cards or software for calibration during 

its warranty and CAMC period.  

East Coast Railway (S. no. 

3957) 

Noted and necessary amendment has 

been incorporated in final draft. 

Para 11.0 A stable straight track is required for consistent good results.  M/s Avery (S. No. 3953) -do- 

Para 12.2 Whether the electronic in-motion weighbridges to be installed 

on loop line or main line? Loop line maximum speed is 30 

kmph. As per the draft specification, the EIMWBs will be of 

75 kmph type and therefore it is to be installed on main line 

only for weighment and testing. It will be very difficult to 

obtain traffic blok for provision of concrete slabs, testing and 

calibration. Hence pre cast concrete slabs to be used which 

requires minimum traffic block. The time frame for the block 

period may be incorporated in the specification.  

East Coast Railway (S. no. 

3957) 

Noted and Maximum speed has 

limited up to 25 kmph. 

 


